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Wooba by Da Milano
Make a statement with a generous dose of indulgence by Wooba 
by Da Milano. It brings you the perfect infusion of style and 
practicality with a wide range of hand bags, totes, slings and 
wallets this season. With something for every occasion, each piece 
is crafted with extraordinary artistry and fine details to spoil you 
with a choice of widest range of handbags to team up with your 
western and fusion looks.

For more: www.damilano.com

Editor’s Pick



Amazonas’ Fios
Flip-flop brand-AMAZONAS from Brazil, introduced in India earlier this 
year by SORA CORPORATION, Mumbai, has really gathered momentum. 
AMAZONAS’ Fios line flip-flops are double eco friendly. Firstly, it is made 
of recycled rubber; waste rubber is collected from a tyre manufacturing 
unit and other similar sources brought to Amazonas laboratory in Brazil, 
where the correct proportions of the rubber mix is developed to mould 
into flip flops and sandals. Secondly, the colourful lining on its foot bed is 
also eco friendly as it is made of discarded pet bottles. This makes the Fios 
collection stand up before all others! 

Available at: All major cities of India

Ceriz
The new collection of Ceriz women’s shoes and bags ticks every trend box for 
every occasion; think party, work, casual and sporty styles, plus everything 
in between. The assemblage is equally playful and chic. Shoes are an 
amalgamation of sneakers, flat sandals, ballerinas and heels, while bags are  
coalescence of cross bodies, shoulder bags, handbags. This collection from 
Ceriz will inspire your footwear and bag game this season.

Available at: Central, Centro, INC5, Rocia, Pantaloons, Shoetree, Myntra, 
Jabong and www.ceriz.com.

Price: On request.

Duke
The DUKE premium lifestyle brand combines absolute 
casualness with cool elegance. The company’s values are based 
on its authentic fashion understanding heritage, dating back to 
the launch of the brand in 1966. Since then the brand has been 
further developed, taking influence from the latest European 
fashion trends, and is now a truly a pure Indian fashion brand 
with pan India and global presence. It offers full ranges of 
clothing for men, women, and children. Additionally, DUKE has 
made deep inroads into the thermal, intimate wear, accessories 
markets as well.

Available at: www.dukeindia.com, major MBOs and ecommerce platforms

Jellies by Lavie
Lavie brings together the words ‘monsoon’ and ‘fashion’ one after the other. The new line of footwear 
consisting of jellies is exactly the splash of excitement you need in your wardrobe to dive headfirst in the 
looming monsoons. These flats spell mode and work mode in equal parts. This subtle charm can be yours in 

the form of strappy shoes, ballerinas, sandals and more in colours galore. Get away with monsoon 
woes in the most chic styles!

Available at: Lavie outlets, major shop in shops, www.lavieworld.com and major online portals

Available at: Rs 499 to 4500
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OM Jewellers
OM Jewellers has launched the Forevermark Black Label Collection, a new 
generation of diamonds,cut with supreme symmetry and unprecedented accuracy 
to release a dazzling light. A diamond’s beauty is intrinsically related to light and 
how it travels within the diamond. As a result, Forevermark, the diamond brand 
from The De Beers Group of Companies, are using state-of-the-art technology to 
maximize the brilliance of a diamond, delivering unrivalled sparkle in every cut. 
The collection is the result of years of research by diamond experts that have 
defined a new standard of excellence for both round and fancy shape diamonds. 

Fore more: www.omjewellers.com

SwansInd
Highlighted by an eye-catching exterior just so that you can enjoy its beauty, this 
clutch is structured with stunning soft metallic leather construction. It reflects 
your aesthetic sense, and has been well crafted with practical and creative need 
in mind. The clutch offers quick and easy access for your necessities.  It’s so 
incredibly versatile, highlighting all the features that could easily become your next 
accessory. 

Fore more: www. swansind.com

Toni Rossi
The collection of men’s moccasins feature smart and casual silhouette in a range 
of leather and suede finishes. With a mix of formal options and sports inspired 
styles, you’re sure to find something to suit. With true moccasin construction, 
these authentic moccs were made using an elegant last for a more formal look. 
With a flexible feel, these shoes combine a smooth yellow leather upper with 
a durable sole and a sheep white leather socks for superior comfort - ideal for 
barefoot wear. 

Fore more: www.tonirossi.com

Vans
Sharing a rich heritage rooted in creative expression and 
empowerment, Vans and Marvel join forces once again to launch 
their largest collaboration to date. Celebrating the “Off The Wall” 
Super Heroes of the Marvel Universe, Vans introduces an extensive 
range of co-branded footwear, apparel and accessories featuring 
an all-star roster of iconic personas including The Avengers, Black 
Panther, Deadpool, Iron Man, Hulk and more! The collection is an 
epic collaboration for the ages, assembling a massive line-up of 
70-plus styles for fans of all ages. 

Fore more: www.vans.co.in
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Woods London
This holiday season while basking in the sun on the islands or 
relishing with friends on a cruise party, admire this exotic Resort 
Wear collection by Woods London. WOODS-London extends the 
fashion forward and trendiest collection of apparels and footwear 
to wear on a lavish holiday. The feel and ambience of resort is fun 
and relaxing, just as this collection; free of all the fuss. It compiles 
fashionable Pastel Colored Polos, Collared Shirts for the breezy 
mornings, Stylish Boat Shoes, and Classy Lace-up Sneakers. 

Price: on Request
Availability: Across all Woods London stores

Frédérique Constant
Frédérique Constant watches are defined by their high 
quality, differentiation and precision in design and 
manufacture. Each Frédérique Constant watch is hand-
assembled and each watch is checked and controlled over 
a long period of time by both human beings as well as 
special equipment to ensure optimal quality. 

Fore more: www. frederiqueconstant.com

Heel & Buckle
Heel & Buckle London boasts of timeless classic additions that are a must 
feature in every gentleman’s wardrobe. Marrying superior craftsmanship with 
comfort fit, it is assured to evoke a sense of savoir faire.  Design highlights 
such as buff soles, perforated texture detailing and toe cap panel design 
feature on a medley of styles ranging from derby,monkstraps, moccasins 
and penny loafers. Made from the finest quality Patina leather, burnished 
leather and suede, the collection has been created keeping in mind finer 
details of shoe making. 

Available at: Berleigh, Ambience Mall, VasantKunj, Delhi, Ready Money 
Mansion, Veer Nariman Road, Fort, Mumbai and  www.berleigh.com
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